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ABSTRACT. We introduce the notion of the mean Bocce dentable and 
provide the geometric characterization of the CCP. We show that X 
has the CCP if and only if every bounded subset of X is mean Bocce 
dent able.

1. Iritroduction and Preliminaries
If all bounded linear operators from L\ into a Banach space X 

are Dunford-Pettis (i.e.,weakly convergent sequences onto norm con

vergent sequences), then we say that X has the complete continuity 

property (CCP). The CCP is a weakening of the Radon-Nikodym 

property(RNP). Basic results of Bourgain and Talagrand began to 

suggest the possibility that the CCP, like the RNP, can be realized 

as an internal geometric property of Banach spaces. The purpose of 

this paper is to provide such a realization. We introduce the notion 

of mean Bocce dentable and we show that X has the CCP if and only 

if every bounded subset of X is mean Bocce dentable. Throughout 

this paper, X denotes an arbitrary Banach space, X* the dual space 

of X, B(X) the closed unit ball of X, and S(X) the unit sphere of X. 

The triple (Q, S, /z) refers to the Lebesgue measure space on [0,1], S十 

to the sets in S with positive measure, and Li to 1匕(仏己 /丄). All 

notation and terminology, not otherwise explained, are as in [1].
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DEFINITION 1.1. For f in L\ and A in S, the Bocce oscillation of 

/ on A is given by

Bocce — oscf \a =
LLf-[=]G

Observing the convention that 0/0 is 0

DEFINITION 1.2. A subset K of Li satisfies the Bocce criterion if 

for each 匕 > 0 and B in there is a finite collection F fo subsets of 

B each with positive measure such that for each f in K there is an A 

in F satisfying

Bocce ― oscf |a< e

The following theorem found in [2].

THEOREM 1.3. A bounded linear operator T from L\ into X is 

Dunford-Pettis if and only if the subset T*(B(X*)) of Li satisfies the 

Bocce criterion.

Towards a martingale characterization of the CCP, fix an increasing 

sequence {7rn}n>o of finite positive interval partitions of (2 such that

= S and 7To = {『사• Let Fn denote the sub-cr-field cr(7rn) of 

S that is generated by 7rn. For f in Zq(X), let En(f) denote the 

conditional expectation of f given Fn.

DEFINITION 1.4. A sequence {fn}n>0 in L1(X) is an X-valued 

martingale with respect to {라 if for each n we have that fn is 

2고-：measurable and 乃n(/n•+a) = fn in 1八. The martingale {fn} is 

uniformly bounded provided that supn || fn 1^。。is finite.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the bounded linear 

operators T from L\ into X and the uniformly bounded X-valued 

martingale { /n, 라.
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THEOREM 1.5. ([3]) A bounded linear operator T from Li into X 

is Dunford Pettis if and only if the corresponding martingale is cauchy 

in the pettis norm.

REMARK. A Banach space X has CCP if and only if all uniformly 

bounded X-valued martingales are pettis-cauchy.

2. Main Results
Clearly, if X has the RNP. then X has CCP. Both the Bourgain 

Rosenthal space [6] and the dual of the James tree space [7] have the 

CCP yet fail the RNP.

Dentability characterizations of the RNP are well-known ([1])

The following statements are equivalent

(1) X has the RNP

(2) Every bounded subset D of X is dentable

(3) Every bounded subset D of X is a-dentable

DEFINITION 2.1. A subset D of X is weak-norm-one-dentable if 

for each 6 > 0 there is a finite subset F of D such that for each x* in 

S(X*) there is x in F satisfying

x 우 cd{z E D :\ :r*(之 一 x) |> e} 三 co(D — K,r*(^))

The following theorem is found in [2,5], which is due to M. Girardi 

and M. Petrakis.

THEOREM 2.2. X has the CCP if and only if every bounded subset 

of X is weak-norm-one dent able

For characterization of the CCP, we introduce the following mean 

Bocce dentable

DEFINTION 2.3. A subset D of X is mean Bocce dentable if for 

each 6 > 0 there is a finite subset F of D such that for each :r* in
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S(X*) there is x in F satisfying : if x = &幻 H---- 1- ^zn with Zi £ P,

some n then | — 2：i) |=| — 之么) ]=•••= | x*(x — zn) |< e.

We show that these dentability conditions provide an internal geo

metric characterization in the following theorems.

THEOREM 2.4. If a bounded D of X is not mean Bocce dentable, 

then there is an increasing sequence {7「n} of partitions of [0,1) and a 

D-valued nartingale {/n, a(7rn)} that is not cauchy in the pettis norm. 

Moreover, {7rn} can be chosen so that Vcr(7rn) = S,7r0 = {Q}? and 

each 7rn partition [0,1) into a finite number of half-open intervals.

PROOF. Let Z7 be a subset of X that is not mean Bocce dent able.

According there is an 6 > 0 satisfying :

For each finite subset F of D there is Xp in S(X*) such that each x 

in F has the x = 으리j •&之i with | ⑦히⑦一幻) |= • • • =| — |> e

for a suitable choice of Z{ E -D, some m.

We shall use property (*) to construct an increasing sequence {x* }n>i 

in S(-¥*) such that for each nonnegative n :

(1) fn has the form fn = 乞旦三짜 xE Xe where xE is in D

(2) Jq I ⑦UiCf… — fn) \ 如 之 e

(3) if E is in 7rn, then E has the form [a, 6) and i丄(E) <

(4) 7『o = {으}•

Condition (3) guarantee that V<T(7rn) = S while condition (2) guar

antee that {fn} is not cauchy in the pettis norm. Towards construc

tion, pick an arbitrary x in D. Set %0 = {요} and /0 = ⑦Fix 

n > 0. Suppose that a partition 7rn of Q consisting of intervals of 

length at most 寺 and a function fn = 仁乃€7血 xeXe with xe E D 

have been constructed. We now construct /n+i,7Tn+i and :satis

fying (1), (2) and (3). Apply (*) to F = {xe : E E 7rn} and find the 

associated Xp = in Fix an element E = [a, &) of 7rn we
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first define fn-^-iXE- Property (*) gives that xe has the form

그 m
xe = —— 乞쩌 with | ⑦：+i(a=—⑦i) |三 ••• 듸 — ⑦m) |> e

m i=i

for suitable choice of G D. Using repetition we arrange to have 

人 < 2VTFT- 仕 follows that there are real numbers 血시i, …，서m such 

that

a = do < di < • • • <(Ln-i < dm = b

and

di — di— = —(b — a) for i = 1,2, • • • , m 
m

Set
m

fn^lXE = / xiX[di^ltdi) 

x=l

Define fn十! on all of Q similarly. Let 7rn^i be the partition consisting 

of all the intervals [心_1, 心) obtained from letting E range over 7rn. 

Clearly, fn^i and 7「n十！ satisty conditions (1) and (2). We have

r m .di

/ I <+l(/n+l -/n) | ^ = V /
Je 幻 Jd—

i m
= 121 하:;+i( 쩌 _ ⑦日) I

i=l

之 A6(乃) ’ 匕

Hence, | ^n+i(/n+i — fn) I > eYji(E) = e. To insure that 

{fn} is indeed a martingale. Fix E = [a, 6) in 7rn. Using the above
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notation, we have for at most all t in E,

乃 n(/n+l)(') — T [ fn•누 ld[丄

b — a Ja
! m 쌔

= b-으U"+4

=£( 으리

i=l

= 히—쩌) = XE = JW)

i=l

Thus En(fn) = fn a.e, this completes the necessary constructions.

THEOREM 2.5. ([3]) If A is in and f in 1—(/丄) is not cont ant 

a.e. on A, then there is an increasing sequence {7rn} °f positive finite 

measurable partitions of A such that V(T(7rn) = S Pl A and for each n

ufUlE • E 仁 7r〔빠 > Ja fdk ])_ 서G4) 以U{E. E e G, -q > -@4) — —
and so

U(U W • E G 7T 厂 어하丄 < Ja f 하1 ])_ M(X) 
"패』0G’丁< < @T})—〒

THEOREM 2.6. If all bounded subsets of X are mean Bocce dentable, 

then X has the complete continuity poperty.

PROOF. Let all bounded subsets of X be mean Bocce dentable and 

let F : Zq —스 X be a bounded linear operator. We shall show that 

the subset T*(B(X*)) of Li satisfies the Bocce criterion. Then By 

Theorem 1.3,. X has the complete comtinuity property. To this end, 

fix e > 0 and B in Let F denote the vector measure from S into 

X given by F(E) = T(y 日). Since the subset {gg : EC B, 乃 G S+} 
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of x is bounded, it is mean Bocce dentable. Accordingly, there is a 

finite collection F of subsets of B each in such that for each x* in 

the unit ball of X* there is a set A in F such that if

F(A) _ 1 A F(W

MG4) — m 스 山<Ei)

for some subsets Ei of B with Ei G S十, then

ia 
규심丁wl<£

Fix 6 B(X*) and find the associated A in F. By definition, the 

set T*(J3(X*)) will safisfy the Bocce criterion provided that Bocce — 

osc(T*a:*) \a < If T*rr* G L\ is constant a.e on A then the Bocce — 

osc(T*:r*) |人= 0, we are finished. So assume T*:r* is not constant a.e 

on A.

For a finite positive measurable partition 7r of A, denote

Note that for E in S

&F(E)
드 =1厂@쓰

and
―卜 f - 、x^F(A).껁 = 배포해：」수」｝

and
E…｛…:끠쁴＜끄쐔｝ 

以 E) 川 A)

x*F(E) = j x*T*如
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Compute

f 서F(A) _ 明‘) | 아。(乃J) z=(A) |XA) 서—1 W) ") 1

/』(W) | :cWW) 하고⑵) 느)+@rh=r—wrl]
Since the Li-function T*rr* is bounded, for now we may view T*x* 

as an element in Lqo- For applying Theorem 2.5 to A with f = T*x* 

produces an increasing sequence {?rn} of positive measurable partition 

of A satisfying

X숴)

MM = E n A, A=n) = 쐐 = KE주)

Since

2 =

For 7F = 7rn, condition (2) becomes

胃G4) I . A“ 

2m 2m

山 사-W1 印
1 :r*F(E：) W구(A) 1 |=*F(乃；甘 z*F(A)

…나죠打…》w시+…十忌“퓨厂一푸"

1 :r*F(0) :r*F(A) . , . 1 . W구(W) 』*F(A) n 느 으
= 1+-에—@丁--@厂|]<6

has the form

F(A) _ 1 F(^n)1 피호忌) 
"" =z     *4- — —      

m(A) 2M(E+) 2^(E-)

Applying property (1) to equation (3) yields that for each 7rn

山- $5? i 아。04} £
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Since V<7(7rn) = E A A and

(흐*/7Tn) U = 乞 

日 E7Tn

= 52

日 EG

X*F(E)

Je(끄*o 印 

X乃)

= e째 crz*) u.
We have that \a converges to (T*a:*) \a in Zq-norm. Hence

Bocce — asc(T*:z:*) \a 三
/J （끄*o —［』%쓰］印

『面— ■_

Thus T*(j3(x*)) satisfies the Bocce cr ter ion, and X has the complete 

continuity property.

THEOREM 2.7. The following statements are equivalent

(1) Xhas CCP

(2) Every bounded subset of X is weak-norm-one-dentable

(3) Every bounded subset of x is mean Bocce dent able

PROOF. From Theorem 2.2, we show that (1), (2) are equivalent 

and it is clear from the definition that (2) implies (3). Also, (1) implies 

(3) follows from Theorem 2.4., Theorem 1.5., Theorem 2.6 show that 

(3) implies (1).
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